THERE’S NO [EASY] EXIT
Not an European scholar or sage. Have tried to
pay attention to the Brexit question across the
pond, but unsure how well I have done so.
Generally, however, it has struck me that, given
real problems either way for the Brits, the best
choice was to stay in the EU.
Really, there was a definitive majority to join
then, so what is the plan now?
Tell me why the secrets have disappeared
cover up the traces of wasted years,
the traces of wasted years
…
build it up
alibies for the damned
hide away
don’t ever reveal your plan.

So, what is the plan now for the always
diminished, but oh so egotistically adventurous
Brits, given they are woefully short on empire
and hegemonic power? Oh so much like the
terminally behind the queue United States?
Isn’t that a lesson the US ought not heed? If
not decades ago, maybe finally now?
The UK may be leaving the collective, but do
they really have an exit plan? The number of
modalities in which they simply cannot have a
great and immediate plan are too number to plow
through.
There is no easy exit. Despite the vote in the
UK. Germany and France make it clear this is not
easy.
Lock it up,
standing behind closed doors
give it up,
no hiding place anymore

The value of the British pound and stock prices
in Asia plummeted as financial markets absorbed

the news.
I don’t know how it is going to be in the UK
going forward. But if the vote is what it looks,
the Brexit has definitively occurred, the only
question now is what happens.
On the whole, pretty scary proposition, and the
effort to get there seems much like the brain
dead Trumpian movement afoot here in the States;
i.e. shortsighted, uninformed and stupid. Hope I
am wrong.
But here we all are, on both sides of the pond,
looking inordinately stupid and shortsighted.
The world is being consumed by Trumpalos and
Juggalos.
There is no exit.
[If you don’t know this band in the video
featured, you should. They are The Angels, and
this song is perfectly prescient for today even
if from long ago.]

